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Abstract—Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty (RSA) has become a very common procedure for shoulder joint replacement, even for scenarios where an anatomical reconstruction would traditionally be used. In this study, we investigate joint reaction forces and scapular kinematics for rotator cuff tears of different tendons with and without a reverse prosthesis. Available motion capture data during anterior flexion was input to a finite-element musculoskeletal shoulder model, and muscle activations were computed using inverse dynamics. The model was validated with respect to in-vivo glenohumeral joint reaction force (JRF) measurements, and also compared to existing clinical and biomechanical data. Simulations were carried out for the intact joint as well as for various tendons involved in a rotator cuff tear: superior (supraspinatus), superior-anterior (supraspinatus and subscapularis), and superior-posterior (supraspinatus, infraspinatus and teres minor). Each rotator cuff tear condition was repeated after shifting the humerus and the glenohumeral joint center of rotation to simulate the effect of a reverse prosthesis. Changes in compressive, shear, and total JRF were analysed, along with scapular upward rotation. The model compared favourably to in-vivo measurements, and existing clinical and biomechanical knowledge. Simulated JRF lie in the ranges of in-vivo JRF measurements, and shows a linear increase past 90° flexion. Implanting a reverse prosthesis with a functional rotator cuff or with an isolated supraspinatus tear led to over 2 times higher compressive force component than with massive rotator cuff tears (superior-anterior or superior-posterior). Such higher compression forces might increase the risk of wear and implant fracture. Keywords—Musculoskeletal simulation, Shoulder, Upper extremity, Rotator cuff tear, Reverse arthroplasty, Joint reaction force

I. INTRODUCTION

Shoulder arthroplasty is a common clinical procedure to treat arthropathy, osteoarthritis or rotator cuff tears \[15, 40\]. Anatomical arthroplasty is generally indicated for patients with a functional rotator cuff, while reverse shoulder arthroplasty is primarily intended for patients with massive rotator cuff tears (MCRT) \[19, 30\]. Unlike the anatomical version, the reverse procedure involves placing a socket-shaped implant in the humerus shaft and a ball-shaped base-plate on the glenoid, which forms a stable ball-socket joint thanks to the enclosing socket. Such reverse arthroplasty ball-socket glenohumeral joint typically has a center-of-rotation slightly offset to the corresponding physiological case \[7\]. In practice, reverse prostheses are often easier to implant, and subject to less loosening over the long term \[9, 20\]. Moreover, rotator cuff tears are a common complication of anatomical shoulder arthroplasty, and revision surgery generally consists of converting the anatomical into a reverse reconstruction \[441, 1, 2, 22\]. The revision procedure is difficult, as the cemented polyethylene glenoid component needs to be removed, sacrificing glenoid bone and putting the support condition of the reverse baseplate at risk. Consequently, an increasing number of patients with a functional rotator cuff are directly treated with a reversed shoulder arthroplasty, even when an anatomical reconstruction is indicated \[34\].

The effect of implanting a reverse prosthesis with a near-functional rotator cuff remains unclear, considering that reverse prostheses have been originally designed to compensate for the missing rotator cuff function. Our study aims to investigate the impact of various rotator cuff tear conditions with a reverse implant and its potential long-term implications. Using a previously published musculoskeletal model of the shoulder, we simulated active motion and evaluated the glenohumeral joint reaction forces (JRF) and scapular kinematics for superior, superior-anterior, and superior-posterior tears of the rotator cuff, with and without a reverse implant.

II. METHODS

A. Musculoskeletal Model of the Shoulder

The biomechanical model used herein, developed upon open-source biomechanical framework Artisynth \[29\], has been previously described in detail \[37\], but the main relevant features are summarized below for sake of completeness.

Our multi-body model involves four rigid structures: thorax, clavicle, scapula, humerus. With the thorax fixed in space, the resulting kinematics chain consists of three spherical joints: sternoclavicular between the thorax and the clavicle, acromioclavicular between the clavicle and the scapula, and glenohumeral between the scapula and the humerus. The acromioclavicular and coracoclavicular ligaments are each represented by a spring (with a stiffness of $10^5 \text{N/m}$) located at the volar and dorsal extremities of the acromion and the coracoid processes, respectively. The scapulo-thoracic pseudo-joint is maintained by collision detection and contact mechanics.

We automatically generated B-spline surface meshes \[37\] for 19 muscles segments representing 13 muscles, which were modelled as membrane elements using the Finite Element Method. Muscle material was modeled as a combination of fiber and an embedding matrix: The fiber part was modelled according to Blemer et al. \[6\] using the following parameters: maximum isometric stress $\sigma_{max} = 6 \times 10^5 \text{N m}^{-2}$, optimal fiber stretch $\lambda_{opt} = 1.05$, linear region starting stretch $\lambda^* = 1.4$, and toe region dimensionless parameters $P_1 = 0.05$ and $P_2 = 6.6$. The optimal fiber stretch ratio was set to 2 for the latissimus dorsi and teres major. A co-rotated Hooke’s law was used for the embedding matrix, with a Young’s modulus of $0.05\text{N m}^{-2}$.
When such data was not available, the thickness was arbitrarily reported in the anthropomorphic measurements of the dataset. Thickness of muscle models was set to result in a volume value transformed to fit the markers of Subject 4 from the dataset [8].

The excitation of fibers in each muscle was quantified by a muscle activation parameter, normalized between 0 and 1. In an inverse dynamics control scheme, the muscle activation parameters were determined by solving a local quadratic optimization problem at each simulation step [41]. The goal for the motion simulation was set to minimize the differences of positions and velocities between body markers from motion capture and corresponding simulation landmarks on the bone model.

**B. Subject-specific modelling**

In the current study, eating, washing, and combing motions from a publicly available shoulder movement dataset [8] were utilized. This dataset contains motion capture of several upper limb landmarks: 4 on the torso; 4 on the scapula; 3 on the clavicle; and 2 on the humerus (with exact locations defined in [47]). All motions for all 9 marker locations were transformed to a fixed thorax coordinate frame at all time instances by computing a rigid transformation of the thorax frame to its initial position at \( t = 0 \).

The above landmarks were also annotated on our computational model. Subject-specific tracking marker locations were transformed to our model coordinate frame and scale using the procedure detailed in appendix A. Accordingly, our model was transformed to fit the markers of Subject 4 from the dataset [8]. Thickness of muscle models was set to result in a volume value reported in the anthropomorphic measurements of the dataset. When such data was not available, the thickness was arbitrarily set to 1 cm. The mass of the forearm and hand was computed based on average anthropometric data [10] and represented as a point mass located in the middle between EM and EL. Mass of the rest of the arm was accounted for as a point mass on a point mass located in the middle between EM and EL. Mass of the rest of the arm was accounted for as a point mass on the center of gravity of the humerus bone model.

**C. Simulation of Rotator Cuff Tears and Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty**

The intact situation with a well functioning rotator cuff (named “intact”) during anterior flexion was taken as the baseline. Three levels of rotator cuff tears were considered: full tear of the supraspinatus (-ssp), combined full tear of the supraspinatus and subscapularis (-ssp-ssc), and combined full tear of the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and teres minor (-ssp-isp-tmi), named superior, superior-anterior, and superior-posterior, respectively. The tears were simulated by removing the respective muscles from the simulation, thus eliminating both their passive and active effects. In this work, superior-anterior and superior-posterior tears are referred to as massive rotator cuff tears (MRCT). The reverse implant was not modeled directly, but its effect on shoulder morphology and kinematics was incorporated by shifting the center of rotation of the glenohumeral joint. Based on [7] and as illustrated in Figure 1 we shifted the joint center medially (towards the glenoid) by 19 mm and inferiorly by 3.7 mm, and translated the humerus medially (towards the glenoid) by 16 mm and inferiorly by 15 mm, which represents the average displacement of the humerus and of the center of rotation of the glenohumeral joint after the surgery.

**D. Model Validation**

In order to validate the model output, we compared peak JRF at 90° obtained from our intact model to in-vivo measurements obtained from instrumented prostheses, for the activities given in the work of Bergmann et al. [5]. Herein we used the data for slow forward flexion without 0.5 kg dumbbell in the hand. Furthermore, we compared the JRF throughout the entire anterior flexion motion to in-vivo measurements and to the Dutch Shoulder and Elbow Model (DSEM), a validated musculoskeletal model [46, 32], for two subjects referred to as S1 and S2 in the work of Nikooyan et al. [31].

**E. Analysis**

The simulated glenohumeral JRF is decomposed into its compressive (JCF) and shear force components (JSF). The JCF is defined as the component that is normal to the glenoid plane, labelled as the x-axis in Figure 1, while JSF lies in any direction within the glenoid plane. Stability of the joint is warranted as long as the JRF vector points inside the glenoid. This is evaluated by ray-casting the JRF vector to outlines of the humerus and of the center of rotation of the glenohumeral joint after the surgery.
TABLE I: Range-of-motion during anterior flexion with (+rev) and without reverse prosthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>°</th>
<th>intact</th>
<th>-ssp</th>
<th>-ssp-ssc</th>
<th>-ssp-isp-tmi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+rev</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which is enabled by the free-hanging scapula and shoulder girdle muscles. Range-of-motion was measured as the maximum reachable angle by the model during the simulation of the anterior flexion.

III. RESULTS

A. Validation

The simulated peak JRF during anterior flexion up to 90° in comparison to in-vivo measurements is shown in Figure 2. Note that the subject numbering in Figure 2 is unrelated to those from the motion capture dataset that we used to drive our model in Section II-B. The predicted peak JRF lies within the range covered by in-vivo measurements. The JRF during anterior flexion shows a similar trend as OL-S1 up to 60°, however past this point, the two models clearly behave differently (Figure 3). While the JRF tends to decrease for the DSEM model after 60°, our simulation presents a similar trend to in-vivo measurements with the JRF continuing to increase at flexion angles above 90°.

B. Range-of-motion

Range-of-motion improved with a reverse implant for cases involving a RCT, see Table I. The improvement was particularly noticeable for the superior-posterior MRCT (-ssp-isp-tmi), which increased from 51° to 98°.

C. Flexion with tears of the Rotator Cuff

With a tear of the supraspinatus(-ssp), the JRF stayed within the glenoid during the full flexion motion. Compared to the intact joint, an average JRF increase of 17% was observed between 25 to 65 degrees of flexion, with a peak reaching up to 34% (Figure 4a). This increase occurs both for the shear and compressive components, increasing by 23 and 17% respectively (Figure 4b and Figure 4c).

With MRCT (-ssp-ssc and -ssp-isp-tmi), we observe an important reduction of JCF and a significant increase of JSF compared to the intact joint (Figure 4a and Figure 4f). The JRF is directed outside the glenoid up to 66° for superior-anterior tears (-ssp-ssc) and throughout the whole motion for superior-posterior tears (-ssp-isp-tmi) (Figure 4a). In practice, this may lead to joint instability and dislocation in the absence of additional structures such as ligaments or capsules. With MRCT, when the JRF points outside the glenoid, i.e. below 61° (Figure 4a), a compensation by the scapula is observed, leading to 16° higher upward rotation than in the intact case (Figure 5a). Once stability is restored, beyond 61° for superior-anterior tears (-ssp-ssc), rotation of the scapula returns toward (intact) baseline values.

D. Flexion with RSA

The JCF for an intact RC (intact+rev) was higher than that of RSA with superior-anterior tears (-ssp-ssc+rev) for up to 85° of anterior flexion, and over the entire motion for RSA with superior-posterior tears (-ssp-isp-tmi+rev) (Figure 4e). Over the given ranges, JCF for the intact RC was on average 26% higher than that for the superior-anterior tear with a reverse prosthesis (-ssp-ssc+rev), and 76% higher than that for the superior-posterior tear with a reverse prosthesis (-ssp-isp-tmi+rev). The JSF of intact was similar to the superior-anterior tear with reverse prosthesis case (-ssp-ssc+rev) (Figure 4f).

The JSF of the superior tear with reverse(-ssp+rev) is
similar to that of the superior-anterior tear condition with reverse (-ssp-ssc+rev). However, JCF is higher for superior-anterior tears with reverse implant(-ssp-ssc+rev) in a range of 55 to 85° of anterior flexion, and over the entire motion for superior-posterior tears(-ssp-isp-tmi+rev), see Figure 4e. Over the given ranges, JCF averaged 31% higher than for the superior-anterior tear with a reverse prosthesis(-ssp-ssc+rev), and 65% higher than that for the superior-posterior tear with a reverse prosthesis(-ssp-isp-tmi+rev).

The JRF with a reverse prosthesis is generally lower than in the intact case, with a drop of 32% for the superior-anterior tear (-ssp-ssc+rev) and 37% for the superior-posterior MCRT (-ssp-isp-tmi+rev) Table II. Upward rotation of the scapula was higher with RSA than that for the intact case, up to 80° improvement in anterior elevation, and throughout the whole motion for the superior-posterior tear condition (-ssp-isp-tmi+rev) Figure 5.

IV. DISCUSSION

A major strength of this study is that our results favorably corroborate JRF measured in-vivo as well as clinical observations with a reverse prosthesis (restoration of function and scapular compensation, with and without a reverse implant), as described below. JRF generated by our model match well with in-vivo measurements [31, 5]. In contrast to the DSEM, JRF in our model do not decrease at high flexion angles, allowing for the analysis of a larger range of motion and potentially indicating the validity of our model being comparatively higher. One model in the literature [17] reported similar JRF increase, but this result was later shown to be dependent on the chosen anatomical dataset [18], highlighting the influence of muscle arrangements. In the current model, this behavior may also be attributed to the specificity of the chosen anatomy, or to the modelling of muscles as surfaces without via-points, which improves wrapping around bones and creates physiologically more realistic models [45, 37, 3]. While our simulated JRF presents a steeper slope than in-vivo recordings at flexion angles over 65°, it overall remains close to the range covered by the in-vivo data while demonstrating a reasonable trend.

The simulated reduction of JRF after a reverse prosthesis for MRCT (Table II) corroborated previous studies [42, 21], where a 30% JRF reduction was predicted during abduction with a reverse implant compared to the intact anatomy. Our model shows a range-of-motion improvement for all rotator cuff tear conditions with a reverse implant, a finding in agreement with the clinical literature [15, 33, 36, 28]. Furthermore, the predicted improvement from 51 to 98° for a superior-posterior MRCT (Table I) is in line with reported clinical values of recovery from an average of 51° preoperative to 124° postoperative [19].

In clinical practice, compensation by the scapula is often...
Fig. 5: Upward rotation of the scapula for the different rotator cuff tears (a) and reverse arthroplasty (b) conditions. The intact anatomy baseline is shown as a solid black line.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Observations from our model compare well with in-vivo measurements, while also corroborating several previously published clinical and biomechanical observations. We found that with a simulated reverse implant, a higher glenohumeral compressive joint force is applied with a mostly-functional rotator cuff compared to a MRCT, while the shear force component is reduced or kept similar. While this phenomenon may improve joint stability, it may increase the risk for other failure modes such as fracture or polyethylene wear of the reverse prosthesis. This may be of importance when considering RSA for relatively younger patients.
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subject-specific transformation of tracked motion to our model coordinates

Our goal is to be able to utilize motion tracking data from an arbitrary subject (in this paper the dataset of Bolsterlee) as functional simulation target in our specific shoulder model. Since the dimensions of our model and the tracked subject may not match, this is not a trivial problem. We propose herein to “morph” the tracked motion (i.e. a set of anatomical landmark locations in time) to our model, in the following procedural way to preserve most physical and anatomical conditions. Below we use the tracking landmark abbreviations following the ISB recommendations [47].

The scapula is a major component of shoulder motion, and hence both our model and the motion capture. Accordingly, we use a scapula-centered transformation approach. To align the model scales, we first register our entire rest-state model to the subject-specific scapular landmarks in the initial tracking instance with a Procrustes transformation. Then, to align the thorax, we rotate the tracked thorax landmarks around the center point defined by TS, AI, and GL (center of a sphere fitted to the glenoid in our model), with a rotation to vertically align C7 and T8. The thorax is then rotated around the vertical axis to anteriorly align C7 and IJ. The clavicle is then registered using the SC, ACd, ACv landmarks with a Procrustes transform. The humerus is rigidly rotated around GH (center of a sphere fitted on the humeral head in our model) to align EM and EL, for a least-square fit between the humerus landmarks in the subject-specific tracked motion and on our model.

The static registration above ensures a well-posed fitting of our model to the dataset, while preserving the shapes of anatomical structures. However, any jitter or errors in the tracking or anatomical differences of the subject may still cause the transformed points to reach locations infeasible by our model. To prevent this, in a pre-processing step we smooth the tracked positions over time using landmark positions reachable by an inverse simulation of our model. The kinematic
chain of our skeletal model can be seen in [37]-Figure 3. In our simulations, to provide the tracked scapula as a soft constraint, the scapular landmarks on our model are duplicated, with one set attached on our bone model and the other set registered to the tracking according to the static procedure above for all time steps. During simulation, springs between these two landmark sets allow for our scapula model to follow the transformed version of the tracked scapular landmarks. The rotation of the humerus is resolved at each time step with the static procedure above. The positions of the landmarks attached onto the bones are recorded and used as desired target input to the inverse dynamic musculoskeletal simulation.